Jeep tj drum brake diagram

Unhook the brake shoe adjuster cable from the adjuster lever and set it aside. Additional Notes
After removing my Jeep's rear drum brakes, I found that a couple parking brake strut springs
were broken. This kit came with all the springs, pins, clips, retainers and plugs you need to do a
complete overhaul of your drum brakes. Due to its low cost, this kit is something you might
want to consider getting before you start the servicing of your rear drum brakes. If needed,
most of these stores should be able to resurface your old brake drums if needed for a small fee.
Fortunately, this is one of the cheapest maintenance jobs you can do on your Jeep but unlike
servicing your front disc brakes , it is kind of a pain in the rear to do. Not that it's exactly
complicated or difficult to do per se, but it does require a certain amount of brute strength and
patience to deal with myriad of heavy springs you will have to remove and reinstall. As with
anything you do on your Jeep, having the right tools can make all the difference. If your Jeep's
rear drum brakes are still in good condition and you're just need of adjusting them. Park your
Jeep on a level surface, chock the front wheel and then using a 19mm lug nut wrench or socket,
loosen the lug nuts on your rear wheel. Place a floor jack underneath the differential of your rear
axle and raise it high enough so that the tires are lifted off the ground a bit. Proceed to remove
the lug nuts and the wheels off your Jeep and set them aside. If this is the first time removing
your Jeep's rear brake drums for service or replacement, you will need to first remove a couple
of retaining clips securing it in place. Once off, you can throw them away as the will not be
reused. With the retaining clips off, you should be able to pull off your Jeep's brake drums with
little effort. If it will not come off, check to make sure you do not have your parking brake
engaged. Lay some newspaper under your drum brake assembly and then liberally and
thoroughly spray everything down with brake cleaner. DO NOT use compressed air to clean
your brakes. Starting with the driver side drum brake, use a pair of needle nose vice grips to
clamp on, unhook and remove your Jeep's brake shoe spring. Using a pair of needle nose
pliers, lift up and remove your Jeep's brake shoe adjuster lever spring. Pull the adjuster lever
downward and then unhook it from the adjuster lever pin attached to your Jeep's brake shoe.
Using a pair of vice grips, clamp onto the brake shoe return spring attached to the forward
facing brake shoe and then pull it off the anchor pin. Rotate the return spring out and remove it
from your Jeep's forward facing brake shoe. Again, using a pair of vice grips, clamp onto the
brake shoe return spring attached to the rear facing brake shoe and then pull it off the anchor
pin. Rotate the return spring out and remove both it and the adjuster lever cable guide from
your Jeep's rear facing brake shoe. Remove your Jeep's drum brake adjuster lever cable from
the anchor pin. Your Jeep's drum brake adjuster screw is loosely held in by compression.
Carefully spreading your Jeep's brake shoes apart will allow you to remove it with ease. Again,
carefully spread apart your Jeep's brake shoes enough to remove the parking brake strut and
springs. Reach behind your Jeep's drum brake backing plate and press on the hold down
spring pin. Then, using a brake spring compressor tool, push on the brake shoe hold down
spring retainer and give it a twist to release it from the pin. Remove the shoe and repeat the
process on the opposite shoe. Once the rear facing brake shoe is removed, flip it down and
unhook the parking brake lever from it. Remove the adjuster lever spring from the pin on your
Jeep's rear facing brake shoe. Take your new rear facing brake shoe and install the adjuster
lever spring pin. Install your Jeep factory adjuster lever spring onto the new rear facing brake
shoe pin. Apply a dab of axle or multipurpose grease to the 6 contact surfaces of your Jeep's
drum brake backing plate. Install the hold down spring and retainers onto your new forward
facing brake shoe. Then, reach behind your Jeep's drum brake backing plate and press on the
hold down spring pin. Using a brake spring compressor tool, push on the brake shoe hold down
spring retainer, feed the pin through the center of it and give it a twist to lock it onto the pin.
Hook your Jeep's parking brake lever into the new rear facing brake shoe and then secure the
shoe onto the backing plate using the factory hold down spring and pin. Make sure the new
forward and rear facing brake shoes are properly seated into your Jeep's brake shoe caliper
piston. Attach your Jeep's adjuster lever cable back onto the anchor pin and leave dangling for
now. Install the shoe return spring onto the new rear facing brake shoe making sure that the
adjuster cable guide is properly seated. Then, pull the spring and hook it back onto the anchor
pin using a pair of vice grips. Reinstall your Jeep's parking brake strut and springs onto your
new brake shoes. Install the shoe return spring onto the new forward facing brake shoe. Then,
pull and hook it back onto the anchor pin using a pair of vice grips. Thoroughly clean your
Jeep's drum brake adjuster screw with brake cleaner and then apply some spray lube to the
threads of it. Remove and thoroughly clean your Jeep's adjuster screw pivot with brake cleaner,
apply spray lube to it and then reinstall it. Carefully spread your Jeep's new brake shoes apart
just a bit and install the adjuster screw between them. Route your Jeep's adjuster cable over the
guide on the rear facing brake shoe. Reinstall your Jeep's adjuster lever onto the adjuster lever
pin and then secure it in place by hooking the adjuster lever spring back on top of it. Reinstall

your Jeep's brake shoe spring using a pair of needle nose vice grips. Reinstall the brake drum
onto your Jeep's axle and repeat the whole process again on the passenger side. Reinstall your
wheels on your wheels, lower your Jeep back onto the ground and tighten your lug nuts to 95 ft.
Then, continue to the Rear Drum Brake Adjustment instructions below. Typically, no
adjustments are needed to the brakes unless you have just replaced the drums, shoes or have
removed the shoes for other reasons. Below are instructions on how to adjust your rear drum
brakes using a brake spoon adjuster tool. Then, using a flat head screwdriver, remove the
access hole rubber plug on your Jeep's drum brake backing plate. Insert a brake spoon into the
access hole so that it engages the teeth on the adjuster screw. Then, rotate the adjuster screw
until there is a slight drag when you rotate your Jeep's wheel. Using a small flat head
screwdriver, push the adjuster lever away from the adjuster screw star wheel and back it off
with the brake spoon until it no longer drags when you rotate your Jeep's wheel. Reinstall the
access hole rubber plug and repeat process on the opposite drum brake. Lower your Jeep back
onto the ground and then complete the adjustment to your rear drum brakes by driving your
Jeep forward and then come to a complete stop. Drive your Jeep in reverse and then come to a
complete stop. Repeat this process times to equalize the rear drum brake adjusters. It is
important to come to a complete stop each time as a rolling stop will not activate the auto
adjusters. Verify that your break pedal should have a nice firm feel about it. Also, your parking
break lever shouldn't need to be pulled up as far to engage properly anymore. That's it, you've
just completed your Jeep's rear brake service and adjustment. Be sure to take your brake shoe
cores back to the part store you bought your new shoes from. You should receive a core
deposit refund for them. Please email me with any questions you might have. Forums New
posts Image search. Members Current visitors Supporting Member Upgrade. Log in. Search
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Everywhere Threads This forum
This thread. New posts. Image search. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Doing rear drum brakes? A must read! Thread starter RaymondT Start
date Aug 13, RaymondT TJ Enthusiast. Supporting Member. Hi all, I just spent a good long day
installing new drums, shoes, hardware, and auto adjusters. I ran into a little issue with the auto
adjuster cable that everybody attempting this repair needs to know. It's not mentioned in any
factory repair manual or youtube video. In fact, there's virtually no mention of it. It's very
important that the little green spring and the bracket that surrounds it is installed just like in the
picture, otherwise the part of the adjuster pivot that engages the star wheel will not hold enough
tension and your brakes will never adjust up for wear. It took me 4 extra hours to sort this out.
Many YouTube videos did it wrong and they just slapped it together none the wiser. Reactions:
lulzpwndyah , Matt , Reign Mack and 29 others. Chris Administrator Staff Member. Ride of the
Month Winner. I've never had to mess with the drum brakes since my Rubicon has rear discs. I
do want to give you a tremendous thank you though for sharing such valuable information. This
very well may help someone out in the near future! Reactions: Shatto. I just ran into that exact
issue with my drums this week. I couldn't get them adjusted to save my life, and the parking
brake didn't work. I swallowed my pride and took it to the local Tire Kingdom. Good share.
Awesome information, I just saved your photo so I can show it to others when they have that
common problem you described. I can't take credit for the photo or the info. I poached it off
Google images as I had mine all buttoned up and then decided it would be a good thing to pass
on. A google search turned up a discussion on this same thing in another Jeep forum. Thank
you for this. Agonist New Member. RaymondT said:. Click to expand MarkTJ New Member.
Agonist said:. Thank you for posting this. I spent 3 days tearing my rear brakes apart over and
over multiple parts kits from different parts stores to try and figure what I was doing wrong with
that cable. No matter what I did I could not get the cable to keep the adjuster up where I thought
it should be. Thanks again for posting this. Note the molybdenum grease on the adjuster. I
would also unscrew it and power brush the threads. Manually adjust the shoes until you can
just get the drum to slide on. When you get the wheels back on backup and apply the brake.
You can also manually adjust the star wheel with a screw driver through an access window on
most vehicles. I haven't look at the tj setup, but assume the window is there. Or the cable won't
adjust properly either This is hard to do, as you need to be an octopus to hold everything while
popping the springs on. Reactions: markopolo and Shatto. The yellow spring on the right side
spreader bar should be sitting out on end narrow side inwards on bar seat edge and not over
the bar to keep tension on shoes and parking brake lever right? Just note for anyone replacing
the backing plates on Cherokee wrangler with 9x 2. Save yourself a headache and go to pick a
part or local salvage and get whatever factory parts you need. Reactions: Weeeee and Shatto.
Joined Mar 15, Messages Location ohio. Be calm putting that wire around the moving slide in

the middle that slides into the hole, on the backside, its a pain to keep that in the hole, while
wrapping the wire around the grove in it, an stretching it enough, to get it around the bolt. Both
mine were broke when i took the drums off, to put new wheel cylinders in, when i put them new
shiny stainless lines in. Stockli TJ Enthusiast. Going through this right now, brake assembled
no drum on the adjuster pawl does not contact the star wheel. Will it engage once the drum is
on and the brakes are applied and bled out as the shoes expand? Or do I need to rip it all off
and take another look? Looks like it does in the pic as far as the brakes and spring goes. One
side on my Jeep fit well with cable being right length and pulling up the adjuster paw correctly
so it is against the star wheel, my other side is incorrect. Think the aftermarket has some cables
that are slightly longer or shorter depending on make and cable clamping of cable to ring and
lower assembly. I replaced the aftermarket side hat was not pulled up with my original cable and
the paw now sits in proper location. Just make sure the routing is around the side keeper inside
the groove and the springs and keepers are all centered and seated. Was a master tech for Gm
and Bmw and these brakes for some Reason are a pain in ass. Maybe manufacturing
tolerances? I did things a little different and it made it easier. I put the adjust cable and all,return
springs on then put the cable over the guide. Much easier and I only needed two hands not 8.
DominicWilbrink Member. DominicWilbrink said:. View attachment I have a question regarding
the original photo in this thread. I do not imagine this difference would matter, but was just
curious if it is better to mount the spring as done in the original photo? Raymond, after
following your pictures my brakes are flawless. It makes a difference with the adjusters on how
the green spring is oriented. My brakes have not been this good since the factory. The last
jokers that did brakes for my dad put them together wrong and they never adjusted properly.
Now they do. Thanks for the write up. Weeeee Member. Great tips on the drum brakes! Post
reply. Top Bottom. This is the second part of the drum brake replacement. There is another post
for the removal of the drum brakes. The kit I bought required me to press in the pin on the
replacement shoe. Just look at the recently removed shoe to figure out which hole in the new
shoe to press it in. Luckily I had a large vice to do this. Using a socket and the vice I put the pin
in. Put the brake shoes on the backing plate, and install in place using the hold down springs
and pins. Reinstall the parking brake actuating bar and the spring between the parking brake
lever and primary shoe. Adjust the brakes by turning the star wheel outward till the brakes lock
the drums. Back off the brakes until the drum spins free by holding the adjustment cam with a
small screwdriver and turn the star wheel back. Once the wheels are back on and both brakes
are done, back the vehicle up several times to actuate the self adjusters. Good presentation, But
i did not see the use of blue springs anywhere. I will its a part of self adjuster.. The kit I got came
with springs for a range of models. You can see the springs in the third picture from the bottom
of the post. Thanks for the feedback. Thanks for a life saving series of pictures. Ive got a 95 yj
which I had to replace a brake line rear ds. Anyway, took my brakes apart and after replacing
lines both sides and cleaning up, Im ready to put back together. The parking brake strut side
with the spring then goes around the front shoe with the slight arch on the top , and the other
end of the strut goes around the back shoe and parking brake lever together. Thanks so much.
Also, how does one tell if you need rear parking brake cables? So yeah; not much of a chance
for the parking brake to work. But after doing this work, I only have slightly more grip on the
parking brake. The parking brake pedal shows no resistance until about half way, then it does
seem to resist and tighten up the brakes slightly, but bottoms out. Is this just a matter of
tightening up the front parking brake cable nut, or is this a sign that the rear cables are toast?
They look newish, and seem to slide from my quick examination; hard to tell too much with that
big spring at the end fighting you, though. To keep the adjuster wheel from turning loosening
the brakes the lever has to be resting against the star wheel. Primary Menu Skip to content.
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